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B2B COFFEE, a new venture between the Scottish Fair Trade Forum and Ollema Fairer Farming
Fund, is forging links between Rwandan and Ugandan specialty coffee growers and the UK’s
vibrant fair trade and coffee communities in a lasting partnership for change.

As a principled coffee importer, B2B Coffee's role is to build a direct and traceable supply of East
African green coffee for UK independent coffee roasters procure. 

But we are so much more than just importers. 

Taking our cue from the international Build Back Fairer movement post-COVID-19, we are building
a more fair and inclusive model of trading; one better able to face future emergencies and protect
both people and the environment – for all our sakes. 

We understand lasting relationships and resilient supply chains thrive on transparency and open
dialogue, as well as fair payment, respect for the environment and other crucial tenets of fair, 
 sustainable and ethical trade. From the coffee growers and roasters, to the coffee shops,
consumers and campaigners – our ‘community’ approach ensures a clear line of communication
and connection between all actors in our chain.

As Fair Trade campaigners, we recognise the massive contribution you continue to make here in
the UK. It is with great pleasure we invite you to join our initiative, helping us tangibly build our
new approach to just, equitable and sustainable trade with coffee cooperatives from Rwanda and
Uganda. Meet our partners below!

 

Who we are



Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Phase 5

Research the UK market for
green East African coffee

Map roasters and coffee shops 

Enlist campaigner support

Engage roasters and coffee
shops on our initiative

Build the market for B2B Coffee 

Cooperative
partners

Can you help?

Our roadmap

Can you help us with phase 2 of our roadmap? While we continue to find
and recruit coffee roasters throughout the UK, we also want to find the best
ethical and engaged cafes and coffee shops in your local area to share our
story with.

Perhaps they support fair trade, or are very engaged in community
activities? Perhaps they pride themselves on direct trade and healthy,
locally sourced food? We continue to research it ourselves, but we know
campaigners have the best knowledge of their local area. 

Could you help us introduce the idea to them (with our promotional
materials) and send us their contact details to follow up with them?  

Coffee shops are an essential part of the supply chain and often use their
leverage to persuade their coffee roasters to source new coffee they want
to serve - we want them to be as invested in their relationships with coffee
growers as we are and to expect the highest ethical standard of trading
from their roasters

We are starting with the following steps to build the market for our
Specialty Fairtrade-certified Rwandan and Ugandan coffee.

Our simple and direct
coffee supply chain

B2B COFFEE

Independent
coffee roasters

Cafes & coffee
shops

Coffee lovers



 
To find out more, receive our promotional

material or to send us your local coffee shops'
contact details, please contact us via

b2bcoffee@sftf.org.uk
 
 

You can also reach out to one of our regional
partners to find out how to get involved:

 
Scotland: Ross Isdale at ross.isdale@sftf.org.uk

South West: Pauline Tiffen at ptiffen@ollema.net 
South East: Elaine Jones at ebjonesconsult@outlook.com

Get in touch

We thank you for your support!

mailto:ptiffen@ollema.net

